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Spinner Card

Tilt the card and watch the monkey spin to the other side.

Stampin’ Up! Supplies: (Shop Online 24/7 at juliedavison.stampinup.net)
Fox & Friends stamp set, #117020
Soft Suede ink & cardstock (5 ½” x 7” and scrap)
Whisper White cardstock (5 ¼” x 3 ¼” & scrap)
In Color Patterns Designer Series Paper, #117158, (5 ¼” x 2 ¼”)
Word Window Punch, #119857
½” Circle Punch, #119869
1-3/8” Circle Punch, #119860
Scallop Circle Punch, #119854
Stampin’ Dimesionals , #104430
2 Pennies
Directions:
1. Fold the Soft Suede cardstock in half to make a 5 ½” x 3
½” card.
2. Adhere the designer paper to the top of the Whisper
White cardstock. Use the Word Window Punch to punch
a track for the spinner. Put the punch all the way in from
the bottom of the cardstock and punch a hole,
approximately ½” from the end. Move the punch over
and continue punching to extend the track across the card
front.

3. Use the ½” Circle Punch to create a notch on each end of the
track. This will help initiate the pennies spinning when you
tilt the card.

4. To make the spinner, create a “penny sandwich” using the
Stampin’ Dimensionals (foam “pop dot”) and two pennies.
Put a Dimesional on the penny and then put the other
penny on top. Adhere this to the spinner with another
Stampin’ Dimesional.

5. Gently bend the cardstock and maneuver the penny spinner
so that one penny is on either side of the track.

6. Adhere the card front to the card using Stampin’
Dimensionals around all edges of the card to make sure
there is enough room for the spinner to move freely without
getting caught up on the card.

7. Stamp a greeting, if desired, and add any additional embellishments to finish the card.

